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Power Responsive Steering Group 
Note of Third Meeting 

Tuesday 19 April 2016, 13:00 – 17:00 hrs, held at Elexon Offices, 350 Euston Road, London. 

This Note of Meeting is prepared by Sustainability First on behalf of the Steering Group 

 

1. Welcome & Introduction 

Duncan Burt (chair) welcomed members, and guest speakers. He noted that the steering group 
meeting on 19 Jan 2016 had focused on market actor Demand Side Response (DSR) offers to 
customers. The output was a ‘DSR Market Snapshot’, now published on the Power Responsive 
website. 

The focus for this third steering group meeting was on how different industry sectors viewed DSR – 
the scale of opportunity and challenges faced. The output of this steering group discussion would be a 
‘Business-Customer DSR Snapshot’. The meeting opened with a discussion of the major issues for 
DSR/flexibility in the year ahead and the themes for Power Responsive in Year 2, and concluded with 
an update on the Power Responsive work programme. 

 

2. DSR horizon scan 

This horizon scan began with updates from National Grid, DECC and Ofgem. The group then 
discussed: upcoming priorities and challenges for DSR/flexibility delivery; the priority themes for 
Power Responsive Year 2; and whether major issues are being sufficiently addressed by Power 
Responsive and / or other forums. 

National Grid 

Cathy McClay noted that DSR is gaining momentum and there is growing interest from industrial & 
commercial (I&C) customers. She highlighted recent and upcoming work in National Grid, including: 

 New Balancing products: 
- Demand Turn Up – 360MW Expressions of Interest from 21 organisations. 310MW 

accepted from 10 providers. National Grid is working with Western Power Distribution (WPD) 
on the ‘New Balance’ trial with the aim of sharing the benefits of local demand turn up. This 
project will inform further SO/DNO collaboration on local flexibility. 

- Enhanced Frequency Response (EFR) – following Expressions of Interest (over 1GW pre-
qualified), a tender process is planned for Jul 2016. NG is seeking 200MW of EFR service 
for 4 years.  

 Existing products – Ancillary services (AS) had originally been designed around generation, but 
AS specification needed to be adapted for the demand side – with changes made to level the 
playing field between demand and generation. Transitional arrangements auction for 1 year 
contracts in the capacity market 474MW. National Grid is developing new principles against 
which to assess products for a successful DSR market: simplicity; accessibility; cost 
effectiveness for customers; and openness to new/existing technologies, large/small players. 
 Market information – outturn data is published for most balancing products. But information 

about volumes, prices and tenders in general could be presented as a clearer picture.  A 
briefing on each NG product and how they are used has just been published on NG website1. 
National Grid is also undertaking work on likely balancing volumes for the future – using their 
FES scenarios – to assess future requirements for response and reserve.  

 IT infrastructure – Improvements are nearing completion on the Energy Balancing System 
(EBS) to introduce automatic dispatch technology to the Electricity Control Room. In addition, 
work is ongoing on NG’s internal Strategic Demand-Side Review (SDSR), (moving from dispatch 

                                              

1 http://www2.nationalgrid.com/UK/Services/Balancing-services/Demand-Side-Response/ (“reports” 
tab) 

http://www2.nationalgrid.com/UK/Services/Balancing-services/Demand-Side-Response/
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of 100s of units to up to 20,000 for the future2). This reflects a move from a large-scale 
generation-focused market to a more distributed market, ensuring National Grid’s systems do not 
pose a barrier in future. 

 Forward view – NG is also looking at flexibility and ancillary service markets long-term, including 
the life-cycle of an ancillary service, questions on future market frameworks, and how far change 
might be evolutionary and / or more fundamental.  

DECC  

David Capper gave an update on: 

 The National Infrastructure Commission (NIC) ‘Smart Power’ report that was published in 
Mar 20163. Recommendations included: greater interconnection; addressing policy and 
regulatory barriers to storage; enabling demand flexibility by considering regulatory and 
commercial arrangements, clarifying the role of aggregators, piloting domestic flexibility and 
raising awareness; developing a new market for ancillary services. 

 The Government Response to the NIC report was published in Apr 20164, suggesting that 
specific recommendations will be taken forward in the Call for Evidence. 

 Upcoming DECC/Ofgem Call for Evidence on a Smart System will bring together DECC's 
work on smart energy systems and Ofgem's work on flexibility. Areas of focus for the call for 
evidence are likely to match against the NIC recommendations, including: policy and regulatory 
barriers (esp. for storage); clarifying the role of aggregators; price signals for DSR (focus on 
households – smart meters, appliances, tariffs etc.); capitalising on innovation (~£50m available); 
roles/responsibilities and how these will evolve (esp. DNO, DSO, SO). 

Ofgem 

Andy Burgess noted that together with DECC, Ofgem’s focus as regulator on the smart systems work 
is on enabling the market and new services to develop. With a particular focus on: 

 Role of aggregators – addressing barriers to participation in certain markets.  
 Storage – ensuring efficient, viable storage – not impeded by unnecessary regulatory barriers. 
 DNO/DSO/TSO relationship – achieving greater coordination. E.g. high number of applications 

to the DNO network prompted by NG's EFR scheme. 
 Structure of Network Charges – implications for flexibility. 
 I&C customers – understanding what prevents I&C customers from participating in DSR. Ofgem 

survey currently open – likely to conclude early May.  

Discussion 

A broad ranging discussion followed, covering: 

 Product simplicity – Need simple incentives and products for I&C customers. But, at the same 
time, must resolve the underlying complexities.  

 Contract duration – National Grid noted that EFR contracts run for four years, beyond the 
current two-year balancing services incentive timescales. NG is taking a risk with longer-term 
contracts, which was possible because the total scheme is relatively small. There was discussion 
on whether National Grid could consider longer duration contracts for other products – which 
could give greater confidence to DSR providers. But this would need to be considered in the 
context of cost-effectiveness for all consumers of lock-in to longer contracts, particularly if 
technology costs fall. 

 Customer confidence in “the DSR sell” – it was suggested that the Power Responsive steering 
group keep a watching brief on the work of the Association for Distributed Energy on industry-led 
codes of conduct.  

 Grandfathering – is important if any current DSR products are rationalised. Grandfathering 
should be articulated as a principle in the evolution of new DSR markets. Principles should be 
developed for the transition from the existing to any new product-set, to maintain customer 
confidence and keep DSR investible. 

                                              

2 National Grid does not anticipate direct dispatch, however. 
3
 w ww.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/f ile/505218/IC_Energy_Report_w eb.pdf  

4
 w ww.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/f ile/515993/gov_response_smart_pow er.pdf  
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 Holistic review of future DSR markets – in due course, a question would need answering as to 
how far market frameworks would need fundamental reform to deliver more distributed, 
responsive markets. In the near-term, stress on evolution rather than revolution was seen as 
helpful and productive.  

As a result of this horizon-scan discussion the proposed themes for Power Responsive in Year 2 were 
agreed to be:  

 Customer engagement on flexibility – awareness raising and encouraging participation with a 
wider range of business customers and through targeted work with different sectors. 

 Confidence in “the DSR sell” – providing clear information on DSR products, pricing and 
volumes, codes of conduct, and contract terms & conditions. 

 Flexibility market evolution – investable DSR markets, longer-term view, pathway to a reformed 
market and principles for success for the DSR market and transition. 

We will return to these issues at the July Steering Group. 

 

3. I&C customer sectors: participation in DSR 

I&C customers outlined the potential for DSR activity in their sector, including: types of process/assets; 
what customers are currently doing; opportunities; and challenges. Presentations covered: 
industry/manufacturing, transport, water/utilities and the public sector. National Grid/Sustainability First 
will follow up bilaterally with representatives from the retail/food sector and of independent distributed 
generators.  

The presentations indicated untapped potential for DSR and that key sectors are beginning to engage. 
It was also clear that, in addition to the US, the UK is relatively attractive for DSR participation 
internationally, especially compared to elsewhere in the EU.  

However, some common challenges emerged, in particular: staff time required to engage with energy 
market, policy and regulatory issues; complexity of schemes; the current role played by utility brokers; 
main-stream commercial pressures/competing business priorities; uncertain payback; and without a 
clear-cut short-term case on potential returns, how to make a compelling case to company decision-
makers.  

It was noted that suppliers and aggregators could help to make the process easier for customers. 
Greater consideration is also needed on the potential pivotal role of utility brokers / Third Party 
Intermediaries (TPI’s) as approx. 90% of I&C customers buy their energy through TPIs. It was noted 
that it is difficult for customers to differentiate between different DSR service providers and which DSR 
schemes are most appropriate to their business. 

There was also discussion on the role of back-up diesel – including: the environmental impact, EU 
legislation and Defra interpretation5; concern over new diesel farms; and concern about the reliability 
of untested generation (30 to 50% failure rate) – but this safety aspect (i.e. need for regular testing) is 
also an important motivator for customers. 

A more detailed summary of the customer presentations will be published in a ‘Business-Customer 
DSR Snapshot’, alongside this document, to help develop further sector-specific engagement. 

 

4. Power Responsive work programme 

There was an update on the current work programme, since the steering group on 19 Jan 2016. 
Completed: DSR market snapshot; Power Responsive vision; and MEUC DSR training for business 
customers. Currently developing: short DSR guide for business customers; customer sector DSR 

                                              

5 EU regulations to implement a 500 hours annual generation limit for stationary diesel generators 
over 350 kW. DEFRA will require de-NOx kit for diesel generators over 350 kW even where the 
generation asset is not used (which is a significant cost). 
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snapshot; and draft annual customer report. Undertaking a joint NHS workshop on DSR with Crown 
Commercial Services on 19 May 2016. 

 
Power Responsive Vision 

An initial draft had been presented to the January steering group. Feedback had been taken on board, 
and a more succinct version (less narrative) had now been produced. This would now become a 
Power Responsive vision for the whole market in the form of an infographic and an animation. 

CEO Dinner – 4 May 2016 

There would be a high-level dinner discussion with CEOs from customer sectors and the energy 
industry. Discussion from the April steering group would inform the background brief. 

Power Responsive Conference II – 16 June 2016 

This year’s conference will focus on the practical next steps for energy managers to participate in DSR 
and some of the Year 2 priority issues for Power Responsive. It was suggested that TPI’s be included, 
in addition to suppliers, aggregators, DNOs, customers and policy makers. 

MEUC DSR training manual & short-guide for business customers 

National Grid has worked with MEUC on a DSR training booklet and series of successful training 
events with wide variety of I&C customers in London and Manchester. A Power Responsive short 
guide to DSR is now being developed based on the MEUC long-guide, highlighting: the benefits of 
DSR for business customers, the steps required to participate; current schemes; and people to 
contact. A final draft will be shared with steering group members.  

Outline Annual Report to Customers  

An initial scope for the proposed Annual Report to Customers was included in the meeting slides. 
Feedback is welcomed on this scope. An initial draft report will be discussed at the next meeting. It 
was noted that National Grid would like to link up this work with the Ofgem survey of I&C customers. 

Next Steering Group Meeting – 27 July 2016 

Main discussion will be on developing investable DSR markets for the long term – considering the 
potential changes needed and how to manage the transition. We also plan to bring forward the 
following to the next meeting: Initial DRAFT Annual Report to Customers; and Tailored sectoral DSR 
guide for the NHS. This will also be an opportunity to review the Terms of Reference and membership 
of the Power Responsive Steering Group. 

 

7. AOB 

No items raised. 

Dates of future meetings: 

 27 July 2016 (PM) 
 10 October 2016 (PM) 
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Attendees 

 

Name Organisation Role or Sector Represented 

Duncan Burt National Grid Chair 

David Capper DECC Policy & Regulation 

Andy Burgess Ofgem Policy & Regulation 

Cathy McClay National Grid System Operator 

Sara Vaughan E.ON UK Aggregator 

Gab Barbaro British Gas Large Supplier 

Michael Clark Tempus Energy Small Supplier 

Jo Butlin Cornwall Energy Small Supplier 

Jeff Whittingham DONG Energy Renewable Generator/Supplier 

Jim Cardwell Northern Powergrid Distribution Network Operator 

Roger Hey Western Power Distribution Distribution Network Operator 

Alastair Martin Flexitricity Aggregator 

Neil Gillespie United Utilities I&C (water/utilities) 

Paul Crewe Sainsbury’s I&C (retail/food) 

Joe Ernst-Herman Crown Commercial Services I&C (public sector) 

Eddie Proffitt Major Energy Users Council I&C (industry) 

Chris Webb Linde Group (BOC) I&C (industry) 

Martin Cotterell Tesla Motors I&C (transport) 

Tom O’Reilly Siemens Technology 

Justin Andrews Elexon Electricity Market 

Judith Ward Sustainability First Secretariat 

Clare Dudeney Sustainability First Secretariat 

Paul Lowbridge National Grid Secretariat 

Adrian Sellars National Grid Secretariat 

 

Apologies: 

Paul Gardiner, Independent  

Clive Walker, Network Rail 

Paul Crewe, Sainsbury’s 


